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Directions (1-5): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below.

Eight boxes namely P, R, S, T, U, M, N and O are placed from top to bottom but not necessarily in the
same order. They contain different types of books among Hindi, English, Sanskrit, Math, Science,
Physics, Chemistry and Civics. Boxes are of different colours among red, green, black and yellow
colour. Exactly two boxes are there of each colour. Consider top as 1st position and so on. The
following information is known about them. There is gap of one box between the box T which is
green colour and box R and both are in the top 4 positions when boxes are arranged from top to
bottom. The box containing Math book is kept immediately below black colour box and is of same
colour as T. Box S is kept somewhere between N and O. Box O is below S. The two yellow boxes are
kept vertically adjacent to each other. Sanskrit book is kept exactly between M and the box containing
Physics book. O doesn’t contain Hindi book. There is gap of one box between the box U and box N,
which is kept immediately below the box containing Math book. Box U is below the box N. The box
containing Civics book is placed at even numbered place but is not placed at the bottom. The red
colour box which is kept at top either contains Hindi or Chemistry book. Box U is not of yellow
colour. Box M which contains Science book is of black colour. The box containing English book is of
black colour. S doesn’t contain any of Hindi or Civics book.

Q1.Which box contains English book?
(a) P
(b) R
(c) T
(d) O
(e) S

Q2. Which box is of black colour?
(a) S
(b) O
(c) U
(d) P
(e) T

Q3.Which box is placed at top?
(a) The box which contains Chemistry book
(b) R
(c) U
(d) O
(e) P

Q4. Which box is placed at 8th position?
(a) P
(b) R
(c) S
(d) O
(e) T
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Q5. Which subject book does box N contain?
(a) Chemistry
(b) Physics
(c) Sanskrit
(d) Math
(e) Civics

Directions (6-10): Study the information and answer the following questions:
In a certain code language
“still water boat stream” is coded as “ 32@VZ  22@LZ  41#ZV  31#R”
“time and work problem” is coded as “34@L  29#LV  5#Z  25@RV”
“simple compound interest question” is coded as “ 24@RV  31@FVRL  7@LLF  29@RVV”
“data interpretation is necessary” is coded as “5@ZZ  23@RVVZRL  28@R  39#VVZ”

Q6. What is the code for ‘Percentage’ in the given code language?
(a) 21@VVZV
(b) 21#VVZV
(c) 21@ZVVZ
(d) 21#ZVVZ
(e) None of these

Q7. What is the code for ‘Ratio Proportion' in the given code language?
(a) 33@ZL  30#LLRL
(b) 33#ZRL  30@LLRL
(c) 33#LZ  30#LLRL
(d) 33#ZL  30#LRLR
(e) None of these

Q8. If the code for “time and distance” is “25@RV  9@RZV  5#Z” then what is the code for “ train
distance”?
(a) 9@RZV  34#RZ
(b) 9@RZV  34@ZR
(c) 9@VZR   34#ZR
(d) 9@RZV  34#ZR
(e) None of these

Q9. What may be the possible code for ‘Mixture Alligation’ in the given code language?
(a) 18@FVR  20#ZRZRL
(b) 18@VRF  20#ZRZRL
(c) 18#RFV  15@ZRZRL
(d) 18@RFV 20@ZRZRL
(e) None of these
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Q10. What is the code for ‘University’ in the given code language?
(a) 46@FRVR
(b) 46#FRVR
(c) 46@FRRV
(d) 46#RVVF
(e) None of these

Directions (11-15): In the following questions, δ, @, ©, % and * are used with the following
meanings as illustrated below:
‘P © Q’ means ‘P is not smaller than Q.’
‘P % Q’ means ‘P is neither smaller than nor equal to Q.’
‘P * Q’ means ‘P is neither greater than nor equal to Q.’
‘P δ Q’ means ‘P is not greater than Q.’
‘P @ Q’ means ‘P is neither greater than nor smaller than Q.’
Now, in each of the following questions assuming the given statements to be true, find with of the
four conclusions I, II, III and IV given below them is/are definitely true and give your answer
accordingly.

Q11. Statements: P δ Q, Q @ X, X © Y, Y % Z
Conclusions
I. X @ P
II. X % P
III. Z * Q
IV. Y δ Q
(a) Either I or II is true
(b) III and IV are true
(c) Either I or II and III are true
(d) Either I or II and IV are true
(e) Either I or II and III and IV are true

Q12. Statements: P @ Q, Q δ R, R % S, S © T
Conclusions
I. T * R
II. R © P
III. Q * P
IV. P δ T
(a) I and II are true
(b) I, II and III are true
(c) II, III and IV are true
(d) All are true
(e) None of these
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Q13. Statements: P * Q, Q % R, R @ S, S δ T
Conclusions
I. P * R
II. S * P
III. R @ T
IV. T % R
(a) None is true
(b) Only III is true
(c) Only IV is true
(d) Either III or IV is true
(e) Either III or IV and II are true

Q14. Which of the following symbols should be placed in the blank spaces respectively (in the
same order from left to right) in order to complete the given expression in such a manner that
makes the expression A > B as well as C ≤ D definitely true?
A _ D _ E _ B _ C
(a) =, =, ≥, ≥
(b) >, ≥, =, >
(c) >, <, =, ≤
(d) >, =, =, ≥
(e) >, =, ≥, >

Q15. Which of the following symbols should be placed in the blank spaces respectively (in the
same order from left to right) in order to complete the given expression in such a manner that
makes the expression P > Q and R > S definitely false?
P _ T _ R _ Q _ S
(a) <, <, >, =
(b) <, =, =, >
(c) <, =, =, <
(d) ≥, =, =, ≥
(e) >, >, =, <

Directions (16-20): A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of words
and numbers rearranges them following a particular rule in each step. The following is an
illustration of an input and rearrangement.
Input:  hot 15 air fly 79 38 cat 98
Step I:  zri hot fly 79 38 cat 98 52
Step II:  xzg zri hot fly 79 98 52 84
Step III:  uob xzg zri hot 98 52 84 98
Step IV:  slg uob xzg zri 52 84 98 90
and Step IV  is the last step of the rearrangement of the above input.
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As per the rules followed in the above steps, find out in each of the following questions the
appropriate step for the given input.
Input for the questions
Input:  toy 85 star 17 26 moon earth 61 cat 53

Q16. Which of the following would be the final arrangement?
(a) glb hgzi nllm vzigs xzg 72 63 36 17 59
(b) hgzi nllm vzigs xzg toy 85 72 63 36 17
(c) xzg toy 85 star 26 moon earth 61 53 72
(d) nllm vzigs xzg toy 85 star 61 72 63 36
(e) None of these

Q17.  In step III, which of the following words would be at 8th position from the left?
(a) 72
(b) 61
(c) 63
(d) 36
(e) None of these

Q18.In step V, which of the following words would be at 6th position to the right of  3th from the
left element?
(a) nllm
(b) vzigs
(c) 36
(d) 63
(e) 17

Q19. In step IV of the rearrangement, if hgzi is related to 17 and nllm is related to 36  in a certain
way, which of the following would  be related to xzg, following the same pattern?
(a) 85
(b) 63
(c) 36
(d) 72
(e) None of these

Q20. Which of the following would last but one step?
(a) glb hgzi nllm vzigs xzg 72 63 36 17 59
(b) vzigs xzg toy 85 star moon 61 53 72 63
(c) xzg toy 85 star 26 moon earth 61 53 72
(d) hgzi nllm vzigs xzg toy 85 72 63 36 17
(e) None of these
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Directions (21-25): Each of the questions below, consist a question and three statements numbered
I, II and III. You have to decide whether the data provided in the statements are sufficient to
answer the question. Read the three statements and Give answer
(a) If the data in statement I and II together are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in
statement III are not required to answer the question.
(b) If the data in statement I and III together are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in
statement II are not required to answer the question.
(c) If the data in statement II and III are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement
I are not required to answer the question.
(d) If the data in all three statements I, II and III together are necessary to answer the question.
(e) If the data in all the statements, I, II and III even together are not sufficient to answer the question.

Q21. Eight students A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting around a circle facing to the centre of the
table. How many students are sitting between C and F?
Statements:
I. A is seated second to the right of H, who is seated third to the right of D. G is seated immediate left
of F.
II. C is seated third to the right of A and is not near to E. F is seated second to the right B.
III. D is seated second to the left of E and is third to right of G. C is an immediate neighbor of H.

Q22. What is the code for ‘increase’ in a certain code language?
Statements:
I. In a certain code language ‘increase your business’ is coded as ‘lap duh pud’ and ‘mind your
language’ is coded as ‘hpu dap lap’.
II. In a certain code language ‘increase fast and win’ is coded as ‘phl pud lph hap’ and ‘go and move
ahead’ is coded as ‘hap pul pah lph’
III. In a certain code language ‘move your legs’ is coded as ‘pah lap plh’ and ‘legs go on’ is coded as
‘pal plh pul’

Q23. Among eight friends A, B, C, D, P, Q, R and S, who is sitting between B and R? (it is given
that all the friends are sitting around circular table facing outside the centre of the table).
Statements:
I. P is seated immediate right of D and third to the right of R, who is near to C.
II. S is seated third to the left of D, who is not near to A.
III. Q is seated third to the left of A, who is second to the right of B, who is not near to C.

Q24. Point X is in which direction with respect to J?
Statements:
I. Point S is to the west of point T, which is in south of point J. Point X is to the north of point S.
II. Point J is to the east of point V, which is the south of point T. Point X is to the south of point W.
III. Point T is to the west of point Y, which is to the north of point W.
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Q25. Who earns highest salary among six members in a family? (six members A, B, C, D, E and F
are earning different salaries)
Statements:
I. A earns more than only C and D. F earns more than B.
II. B earns less than E while D earns more than A and F.
III. C earns more than E but less than D. F earns more than two persons.

Direction (26-30):  See the following structure carefully and answer the given questions.
A student want one book from his college library:-
Data Flow Diagram as follows (DFD).

Q26. If student wants some book from library but he did not raise
online ticket earlier then whether book is issued to him or not?
(a) Yes, book will issue.
(b) Book will not issue.
(c) It depends on librarian and if librarian will issue the ticket then it
may be possible.
(d) Does not mention in DFD.
(e) None of these
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Q27. If there is fine which is due on student then book is issued to student or not?
(a) No, book will not issue.
(b) Book will be issued and student can submit fine in future.
(c) Book will be issued after the student submits the fine.
(d) Cannot determine from the DFD.
(e) None of these.

Q28. If librarian does not issue a ticket then what is the step taken by student to issue a book?
(a) Student may have to request to Principal.
(b) Student has to write an application to the librarian.
(c) Student has to pay 100 rupees fine and then book is issued.
(d)Student can take a book without ticket number
(e) Not mention in DFD.

Q29. What is the possible reason that book is not issued by librarian?
(a) Student may have refused to pay fine.
(b) The book is not available in the library
(c) If librarian has not issued a ticket when request made by student.
(d) All of the above.
(e) None of these.

Q30. If particular book is issued to student but after some days the book is  lost by student. Then
what will be the next seen?
(a) Student has to submit full amount of book.
(b) Student has to write an apology application to college authority.
(c)  The college may restricted to student for one week
(d) Not mention in DFD.
(e) None of these.

Directions (31– 35): Study the following information and answer the questions that follow:

Eight animals Baloo, Bagheera, Raksha, Akela, Mowgli, Shere Khan, Louie and Kaa are get together
for important meeting which is led by Shere Khan and they are sitting in a circular shape for the
meeting but they are not facing towards each other. All the eight animals have single issue i.e. they
get panic from some most dangerous hunters namely Gabbar, Samsher, Malkhan and Bhukkad and
each hunter is responsible for panic of two animals, but not necessarily in the same order. These
animals are from different parts of jungle, viz. Badapura, Basrehar, Bhartana,Chakkarnagar, Mahewa,
Saifai, Takha and Jaswantnagar. No two animals who are victim of same hunter are sitting adjacent to
each other except those who are victim of Malkhan. Animals, who are victim of Bhukkad, are sitting
opposite to each other. Akela is neither from Jaswantnagar nor from Bhartana. Animal who is from
Takha is sitting on the immediate right to the animal who is from Jaswantnagar. Raksha, who is from
Chakkarnagar, is victim of  Gabbar. Raksha is sitting on the immediate right of Shere Khan, who is
victim of Malkhan. Shere Khan is not from Bhartana. Bagheera, who is from Basrehar, is neither
victim of Bhukkad nor of Gabbar nor Samsher. Bagheera is sitting opposite to Mowgli. Only Baloo,
who is from Saifai is sitting between Mowgli, who is from Takha and the animal who is from
Mahewa. Both the animals who are victim of Samhser are sitting adjacent to animal who is victim of
Bhukkad.
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Q31. Who among the following is from Badapura ?
(a) Louie
(b) Shere Khan
(c) Kaa
(d) Can’t say
(e) None of these

Q32. Kaa belongs to which part of Jungle?
(a) Jaswantnagar
(b) Mahewa
(c) Bharthana
(d) Can’t say
(e) None of these

Q33. Who among the following animals are victim of Bhukkad?
(a) Baloo and Bagheera
(b) Baloo and Raksha
(c) Louie and Kaa
(d) Data inadequate
(e) None of these

Q34. Which of the following jungle is opposite to Chakkarnagar?
(a) Saifai
(b) Mahewa
(c) Badapura
(d) Takha
(e) None of these

Q35. Which of the following statements is false?
(a) The animal from Saifai is sitting opposite to the animal from Badapura .
(b) The animal from Basrehar is sitting opposite to the animal from Takha.
(c) Kaa and Louie are sitting opposite to each other.
(d) Bagheera and Louie are sitting opposite to each other.
(e) None of these

Directions (36-40): Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions.

A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of words and numbers
rearranges them following a particular rule in each step. The following is an illustration of input and
rearrangement .
Input: either on 2 6 floor 5 some 3 hen 4
Step I:  some 4 either on 2 6 floor 5 3 hen
Step II:  on 2 some 4 either 6 floor 5 3 hen
Step III:   hen 3 on 2 some 4 either 6 floor 5
Step IV:  floor 5 hen 3 on 2 some 4 either 6
Step V:  either 6 floor 5 hen 3 on 2 some 4
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Step V is the last step of the above arrangement.
As per the rules followed in the steps given above, find out in each of the following questions the
appropriate step for the given input.
Input:   5 position height 9 extreme following 4 rule 7 8 short 6

Q36. Which of the following is sixth from the right end in Step IV?
(a) short
(b) 5
(c) following
(d) 7
(e) None of these

Q37. How many step will be required to complete the arrangements ?
(a) five
(b) six
(c) seven
(d) eight
(e) None of these

Q38. What is the position of '9' in the second last step?
(a) Third from the right
(b) Fourth from the right
(c) Fifth from the left
(d) Second from the left end
(e) None of these

Q39. Which of the following is fifth to right of 'position' in Step III?
(a) height
(b) 4
(c) rule
(d) 5
(e) None of these

Q40. What is the position of ' height' in the last step?
(a) Fifth from the right end
(b) Fifth from the left end
(c) Eight from the left end
(d) Ninth from the right end
(e) None of these
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